
Brochure stand QMT
  The modular structure can be easily

integrated into the design of the rooms.

.

Brochure stand QMT
  Completely made of metal matching

the quintessenz guidance system.
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Clear forms and 

slim stability can be 

brought to a common 

denominator with the 

quintessenz system. 

The brochure stand 

belongs to the family 

of mobile stands that 

can be placed where-

ver they are needed.

Many information systems on the market lack a holistic concept. This 

becomes particularly clear when a brochure stand is placed in the 

foyer or in the customer service area that does not match either the 

furnishings or the guidance and orientation system. quintessenz

integrates all requirements, from interactive information terminals 

to free-standing or wall-mountable brochure storage elements. The 

modular nature of the system allows for different dimensions to suit 

the user‘s needs.

QMTT 19042 QMTT 19042 QMTT 19042

QM        quintessenz mobile stand T        Trays for brochures one-sided

TT      Trays for brochures on both sides

190       Height in cm

  42       Width in cm

 Article description Mounting type Size

Dimensions

Brochure shelves should be arranged in the ergonomically favourable 

grip area between 0.5 and 1.6 metres high. 

The most commonly used stand elements have visible widths of 420 

and 600 mm, the overall dimension is 15 mm wider in each case. In 

the case of shelves for DINA4 brochures, 4 shelves on top of each 

other are possible. The 300 mm high top panel can be permanently 

labelled or designed as a DIN A3 interchangeable module at an 

extra charge.

Type of

construction

The back can also be 

equipped with brochu-

re shelves or used as a 

pin board if required. In 

the case of single-sided 

elements, it is closed 

fl ush with a continuous 

aluminum panel. If wall 

space is available, the 

quintessenz elements 

are suitable for wall 

mounting. In this case, 

the basis is the 22 mm 

slim edge profi le, which 

can also be fi tted with 

wider shelves up to 

1,190 mm. The other 

standard widths are 

420, 600 and 840 mm. 

QMTT 19042 with 4 shelves per side QMT 19042 with 4 shelves one-sided
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